iOS Portfolio

EQUALIZER PRO
Equalizer PRO is a new generation app that will
extend your player's capabilities and will
drastically improve the sound quality!
Specifically designed for your iPhone, iPad, and
iPod. Equalizer PRO app will allow you to get
the most out of your player's features and get
the maximum pleasure from the music!

SCAN & TRANSLATE
Scan & Translate app extracts texts from any printed
sources: documents, books, signs, instructions or
announcements, and allows to translate them
immediately to any of 70 languages. Take a picture
of the text, let the app process it and after that you
can edit, listen, translate, share it on Facebook,
Twitter, or simply send it by email.
Current state - redevelopment

TRANSLATION ASSISTANT
Translation Assistant app converts your iPhone
or iPad into a translation device that goes
everywhere you go. Easily translate text, or
start oral/texting conversations in more than
100 languages. You'll have a hassle-free
communication with anybody in every corner of
the globe with your personal “Translation
Assistant”.

VOICE RECORDER PRO
Voice Recorder is a handy voice recording app
for your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch.








Voice recording
Record editing
Convert voice recordings to text (!)
Convert text files to speech
Split the recording into separate fragments
Recognizes more than 30 languages
Simple design and a wide range of
possibilities.

SCAN SCANNER
Scan Scanner app turns your Phone into a fully featured instant document scanner.
Scan Scanner app allows you to scan books, checks, notes, schedules,
announcements and any other kind of documents.

TREASURES OF ANTIENT EGYPT
The rivers have always been the cradle of great civilizations, and Egypt is no
exception. The Nile River was not only essential for the irrigation and fertilization of
the fields but also a source of resources in itself.
The papyrus plant grew naturally in the marshiest areas at the Nile’s delta, and its
uses were multiple. The papyrus stem was used to make small boats, however its
most important use was for the elaboration of papyrus, a kind of leaf used as a
support for writing and which became a characteristic of the Egyptian culture.
Welcome to the exhibition “Treasures of Egypt”, a unique opportunity to
understand the world of ancient Egypt.

DA VINCI – AUDIO GUIDE
Welcome to da Vinci – An Exhibition of Genius. We do hope you enjoy our
celebration of one of the greatest minds that has ever lived.
This unique exhibition explains and draws together into the one showcase all
aspects of Leonardo’s life and times, his key achievements, and more importantly
how his talents, thoughts, innovations and inventions are still just relevant today,
some 500 years after his life.
The exhibition is brought to you by the combined talents of:
- Grande Exhibitions Co Creators and Promoters of the Exhibition who have
researched and interpreted much of what you see here today.
- The Anthropos Association from Il Genio de Leonardo Da Vinci Museo in Rome.
Our talented and gifted Artisans who have made the machines, inventions and
many items that you see on display.
Leonardo set out to learn everything there was to know in a manner that excelled
and strived for perfection. No one individual before or since has attained the reach
and depth of knowledge in one lifetime as Leonardo did.
Leonardo da Vinci: Artist, Musician, Anatomist, Inventor, Engineer, Sculptor,
Mathematician, Philosopher, Geometer, Painter, Architect, Genius!
Take your time to explore and learn more about the genius of Leonardo,
undoubtedly the greatest mind who has ever lived.

